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Abstract: This paper is about Malware proliferation in the wide and the development of an Antivirus called
Secure Plus. Malware is a generic name for malfunctioned program codes that could wreak destructive
impacts on Information Technology critical infrastructures. These malware usually use various techniques to
avoid being detected; usually they are encrypted using hybridized cryptographic algorithms. Malware may
be detected using antivirus that can scan the database signatures already accumulated and stored by
antivirus vendors in some server. These stored databases signatures can then be compared with zero-day
malware through comparison with the benign software. The zero-day malware are of sophisticated program
codes that can transmute into different transforming patterns; yet retain their portent functionalities
attributes and are now of billion categories by deverse clones. This paper after over viewing the literatures on
ground (and they are of large numerical numbers), attempts to make its contribution to the design and
development of Antivirus that can detect those zero-day or metamorphic malware. This proposed Antivirus
being developed is christened Secure Plus that applies the heuristic Artificial Immune System Algorithm for
the design and development. The tested experimental outputs are provided as prove of the Secure Plus
effectual functionality worthy of application but need further works through to detect malware proactively.
Keywords: Secure Plus, Polymorphism, Metamorphism, Metamorphism, artificial immune system
INTRODUCTION
Classification of normal and abnormal files on a
computer system is a very tedious task that is
challenging the resourcefulness of computer security
Professionals’ workmanship. The growth of malware
in various shapes and dimensions and their ability
transmute are keeping antivirus vendors on their
heels and making new computing security
technologies to evolve by the day according to
Moore’s Law. With advent of new communicating
technologies, so are the evolutions of sophisticated
new generations of Malware (malicious malware)
skills and propagation techniques in order to meet the
surging nefarious braggadocios demands on the
Internet globally and within seconds. These new
investments by the malicious creators have
introduced new terminological tools into the labour
market that have graduated from simple oligopoly,
polymorphism obfuscation to now more adaptive and
devastating metamorphic malware. Of the three
coinage abstractive developments of the malicious
creatures, metamorphic malware is stealthier and
comes in various morphed formations and like
apparitions of the ancient times, they have defied
being detected by various antivirus technological
tools or keep the antivirus vendors on their heels like
they are in physical warfare when they can change
their antics on discovery of their techniques to
congest further detection. This paper attempts to
design and develop a new antivirus that we
christened SecurePlus for computer worms that can
be automated and developed through adaptive
artificial immune systems just as in the
immunological protecting systems of the vertebrate
organisms through their self and nonself cells
adaptive morphism. This development can be
achieved by the application of the biologically
inspired computational intelligent process; the
artificial immune system (AIS) (Goldsby et al, 2002).
Malicious codes were first designed and developed in
1981 (malicious software now known with a generic
name ‘Malware” are program codes written by
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despicable experts) that could be grouped into
various patterns according to their reprehensible
functionalities and have been increasing fast since
their first creation in the year aforementioned that
now are running in billions by counts and having
diversified malicious craftsmanship constructions.
These morphed codes that are written by human
creatures have been wreaking devastating influences
on files and causing substantial destructions on
operating systems, their accessories and networking
technologies in the Internet.  The programs are more
intelligently surreptitious and shred than their
creators; and like human spies, carry out to the letter
their creators’ biddings without failures unless
detected and disinfected. Some of the malfunctioning
Methods used by viruses are by attachments,
substitution of program routines and various
techniques such as junking are exponentially
becoming more advanced through obstructive
obfuscation manipulations, which are maliciously
causing the scanning of systems and other
communicating devices nutty and complications to
detect (Deng et al, 2003).
1.1 Artificial Immune Systems (AIS)
In his research on AIS, Dasgupta, (1999) refers
“Artificial immune systems as intelligent and
adaptive systems that is inspired by the immune
system toward real-world problem solving”.  Stephen
and Forrest (2000) conceived the AIS as incorporate
various immunological properties of natural immune
systems that incled diversity, distributed
computation, error tolerance, dynamic learning and
adaptation and self-monitoring. Thus, the human
immune system can be used as inspiration when
developing algorithms to solve difficult
computational problems due to the fact that it is a
robust, decentralized, complex, and error-tolerant
biological system; i.e. it possesses properties that
make it ideal for certain application areas, such as
computer intrusion detection and pattern recognition.
The human system defensive mechanism is also well-
studied within the realm of immunology, and is
viewed as the most sophisticated of immune systems
in nature. Although its precise function remains
undetermined, it is postulated that it has two roles; to
protect the body against invading micro-organisms
(pathogens), and to regulate bodily functions
(homeostasis) (Julie, et al,.2010).
The vertebrate immune system is composed of
diverse sets of cells and molecules that work together
with other systems (like neural and endocrine) for
maintaining homeostatic state. The primary function
of the immune system is to protect human bodies
from infectious agents (such as viruses, bacteria and
other parasites) commonly known as pathogens.
Immune response is incited by the recognition of an
associated molecule called antigen. Immune system
usually works according to two mechanisms namely:
Innate and Adaptive Immunity. Innate immunity is
directed against general pathogens that enter the body
while adaptive or acquired immunity allows
launching an attack against any invader that innate
system cannot digest. For more information about the
immune systems, the reader is referred to (Castro and
Zuben , 1999; Castro and Timmis, 2003; Timmis et
al., 2004, Al-Enezi, et al. , 2010 ).
Innate immunity: Vertebrates are born with this
immunity which plays a vital role in the initiation and
regulation of immune responses. Specialized cells
have evolved to recognize and bind to common
molecular patterns of micro-organisms. By no means
does it provide complete protection, as it is primarily
static in nature (Castro and Zuben, 1999).
Adaptive immunity:That the immune system is
adaptive connotes that it can recognize and respond
to previous and new infections. It also retains
memory of the encountered infections that fasten
future and rapid response when the body is attacked
by the same or similar antigens. Therefore, AIS is
directed towards specific invaders; either seen before
or not previously encountered and gets modified by
exposure to invaders. It mainly consists of
lymphocytes (white blood cells, more specifically B
and T type) that aid the process of recognizing and
destroying specific substances, and are antigen-
specific (Castro and Zuben , 1999). The adaptive
immune construct consists of two recognized types
that are useful in soft computing; they are Negative
and Clonal Selections:
Clonal Selection
Clonal selection theory was proposed by Burnet
(1959). The theory is used to explain basic response
of adaptive immune system to antigenic stimulus. It
establishes the idea that only those cells capable of
recognizing an antigen will proliferate while other
cells are selected against. Clonal selection operates
on both B and T cells. B cells, when their antibodies
bind with an antigen, are activated and differentiated
into plasma or memory cells. Prior to this process,
clones of B cells are produced and undergo somatic
hyper mutation. As a result, diversity is introduced
into the B cell population. Plasma cells produce
antigen-specific antibodies that work against antigen.
Memory cells remain with the host and promote a
rapid secondary response (Castro and Timmis, 2003).
Negative Selection
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Negative selection is a mechanism that protects the
body against self-reactive lymphocytes. It utilizes the
immune system's ability to detect unknown antigens
while not reacting to the self-cells. During the
generation of T-cells, receptors are made through a
pseudo-random genetic rearrangement process. Then,
they undergo a censoring process in the thymus,
called the negative selection. In this process, T-cells
that react against self-proteins are destroyed and only
those that do not bind to self-proteins are allowed to
leave the thymus. These matured T-cells then
circulate throughout the body performing
immunological functions and protecting the body
against foreign antigens (Somayaji et al., 1997).
Immune Networks Theory
The immune Network theory has been introduced by
Jerne (1974). The main idea was that the immune
system maintains an idiotypic network of
interconnected B cells for antigen recognition. These
cells interconnect with each other in certain ways that
lead to the stabilization of the network. Two B cells
are connected if the affinities they share exceed a
certain threshold, and the strength of the connection
is directly proportional to the affinity they share
(Castro and Timmis, 2003)
1.2 Motivation
As information technology keeps on evolving,
present day society faces the problem of information
security from malicious software. More so, if the
problems of already known malware are not resolved
quickly and, the confidentiality, integrity, availability
information that forms the nitty-gritty of information
Security will not also be assured; that will lead to the
entire loss of the gains so far achieved in
telecommunication technologies globally. This alone,
necessitates the development of protective and
proactive software that is capable of mitigating the
influence of these malware to the barest optimal
minimum is highly demanded.
With this and other similar cases which are not
mentioned in this project, we are motivated to center
our research light on artificial immune system for
script virus detection and disinfecting, which we
believe could go a long way in solving some of the
above mentioned problems of malware havoc on
computer systems. Ultimately, it is important to learn
from must be cornered and ameliorated with once
and for all.The biological phenomena inspirations
like the AIS are being considered as the basic tool for
this inspirations that could be applied to meet the
innovative solutions in order to protect systems from
software pathogens or malicious software.
For more information about the immune systems, the
reader can refer to (Castro and Zuben , 1999; Castro
and Timmis, 2003; Timmis et al., 2004, Al-Enezi, et
al. , 2010 ). However, figure 1.1 illuminates the
effectual function activities of the AIS.
Figure1.1: Depicts the development of Immune
System (see the website)
1.2 Motivation
As information technology keeps on evolving,
present day society is facingsome security problems
of information safety from malicious software
developers and their clients. More so and to put it
straight on the face, if theproblems of already known
malware are not resolved quicklythe issues of
confidentiality, integrity andavailability
ofinformationhangs in the balance ofnuts and
boltsantics of black hackers worldwide;and so to sum
it all, that will lead to the entire loss of the gains so
far achieved in telecommunication technologies
globally. This alone, necessitates the development of
protective and proactive design and development of
software that iscapable of lickingthese malware
threats at their bulbs, if not, to the minimaloptimal
control.
In consequence of the above details and ultimately
too, it is important to make some contribution inorder
to protect systems from software pathogens or
malicious software.
1.2.1 Malware
Malware detection isthe act of investigating into
computer viruses and other malware sources by
evaluating the string of bits or bytes that are encoded
in the virus or malware programs. These chains of
strings are known as the fingerprint of the virus
which a identified as the signature of the virus. The
methods or models used in detecting viruses are
signature based detection using antivirus.
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There have been massive techniques developed to
detect malware activities in the wide Bits (2011).
This is exemplified by loading distributing
executable files on the Internet which would present
a risk to overall security of the system, Carrera and
Erdelgi (2004). As noted by the two authors in the
immediate oforestated, malware programmers have
the techniques of installing hidden malicious codes in
an innocuous remote files or application
surreptitiously with the cardinal aim of threatening
the existing system.In another development by Islam,
et al. (2011), they examined the risk of downloading
more than 450, 000 files of which they found
approximately 18% malicious codes programs. They
went further to investigate various techniques for
malware on whether malware different codes could
yield the same results. With overwhelming
amazement, they discovered that there were many
cases where forensic tools were unable to detect the
malware contents of the infected files.
For want of space, the reader could learn more on
malware from the following authors referred(Daniel.
2006, Ed Skoudis,2004Sean and John: the Craft of
System Security, Peter Szor, 2005), John Viega,
2009, John Viega, 2008).
RELATED WORKS: ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE
SYSTEM
AIS is a heuristic technique, in the context of
computing, Heuristics techniques refer to the process
of finding solutions to problem by trial and error or
by rules that are only loosely defined. This paper
reviews the literatures which are related to the design
of antivirus development techniques. In the
application of AIS for the development,
The concepts of innate and adaptive biological
immune systems are used as direct physical models
for developing virus pattern recognition, computer
immunological memory, and autonomic virus patch
software. Given the evolving business environment
where malicious software threats (e.g. worms,
viruses, infectious agents) are becoming
commonplace, the development of virally immune
self-healing or self-defending information systems
networks appears to hold some promise.
In their novel seminar research works, (Al-Enezi, et
al., 2010), present some prominent researches that
have been recently covered in them alware study.
The Clonal Selection principle is the whole process
of antigen recognition, cell proliferation and
differentiation into memory cell (Burnet, 1959).
Several artificial immune algorithms have been
developed imitating the clonal selection theory.
Castro and Zuben (2002) proposed a clonal selection
algorithm named CLONALG for learning and
optimization, CLONALG generates a population of
N antibodies, each specifying a random solution for
the optimization process. During the iteration stages,
some of the best existing antibodies are selected,
cloned and mutated in order to construct a new
candidate population. New antibodies are then
evaluated and certain percentage of the best
antibodies is added to the original population. Finally
a percentage of worst antibodies of previous
generation are replaced with new randomly created
ones.
In their research paper,Rouchen et al. (2003)
presented Immunity Clonal Strategy algorithm (ICS)
thatincluded Immunity Monoclonal Strategy
Algorithms (IMSA) and Immunity Polyclonal
Strategy Algorithm (IPSA) are introduced. ICS is
used to solve multi-objective optimization task.In
furtherance of the research literature,Zuo and Li
(2003) proposed a Chaos Artificial Immune
Algorithm (CAIF) that is applied forsolving function
optimization problems. It uses chaotic variable which
performs local search and explore the solution space.
Garrett (2004) was also specific in introducing an
Adaptive Clonal Selection (ACS) algorithm as a
modification of CLONALG. He suggests some
parametric modifications to the CLONALG based on
an analysis of the operators for selecting the amount
of mutation and number of clones to overcome the
drawbacks of CLONALG such as the several
parameters used and the binary representation. An
Adaptive Immune Clonal Strategy Algorithm
(AICSA) ia another proposal that was proposed for
solving numerical optimization problems in Liu et al
(2004). This proposal assigns dynamically the
immune memory unit and antibody population
according to the Ab-Ab and Ab-Ag affinities. It also
integrates the local search with the global search
algorithms.
Yu and Hou (2004) in their contributions presented
an improved clonal selection algorithm based in
CLONALG algorithm. It is a learning operator that
was introduced to enhance the learning mechanism of
CLONALG and to improve the detection efficiency.
Campels et al. (2005) further went another staggering
step to proposethe Real-Coded Clonal Selection
Algorithm (RCSA) for electromagnetic design
optimization. This proposal suggests some
parametricmodifications to the clonal selection
algorithm to enable the treatment of real valued
variables for optimization problems. This
development has some features such as the number of
clones, mutation range and the fraction of the
population selected by each generation. In their
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rightful postulate to further enhance the application
of AIS,Cutello et al. (2005) reworked on
immunological algorithm which introduced the
continuous global optimization problems named
OPT-IA. They propounded that the main features of
the proposed algorithm are the following: the cloning
operator that explores the neighbourhood at each
point within the search space; The inversely
proportional hypermutation operator used in the
algorithm where the number of mutations are
inversely proportional to the fitness value; and
finally, the aging operator is used to remove the
oldest candidate solution from the current
populations to introduce diversity and avoid local
minima during the search process.
Another adaptive clonal algorithm was proposed in
Bian and Qiu (2006) for optimal phasor measurement
unit (PMU) placement. It adjusts the number of the
cycle supplement population and the probabilities of
hypermutation and recombination operators of the
CLONALG algorithm. These modifications can
enhance the optimization process and help to avoid
the locally optimal traps. Cutello et al. (2006) in
making improvement to their AIS research
introduced an improved version of OPT-IA called
opt-IMMALG. The main modifications in this
algorithm are the replacement of the binary string
representation by a real-coded one and the
introduction of a new inversely proportional hyper
mutation operator.
In the eyes of Gong et al. (2007a) a presention, an
improved clonal selection algorithm based on
CLONALG with a novel mutation method, self-
adaptive chaotic mutation were introduced. The main
modifications are that the new algorithm adopts the
logistic chaotic sequence to generate the initial
antibody population, while the hypermutation adopts
self-adaptive chaotic mutation. In the same
conference proceeding, Gong et al. (2007b) offered a
Differential Immune Clonal Selection algorithm
(DICSA) and was proposed to solve the global
optimization problems. It combines the clonal
selection theory and differential evolution and
employs three operators: a clone operator, a
differential mutation crossover mutation and a
standard selection operator.
A parallel clonal selection algorithm for solving the
Graph Coloring Problem presented in Dabrowski and
Kubale (2008). It uses an island model where every
processor works on its own pool of antibodies to
improve the performance. Lu and Zhichun (2008)
proposed a Clonal Chaos Adjustment Algorithm
(CCAA) for Multi-modal Function Optimization. In
order to enhance the global convergence performance
of CLONALG, it takes advantages of the ergodic and
dynamic properties of chaos system, and introduces
the chaotic search mechanism into the CLONALG to
improve its search efficiency.
Many other clonal selection based algorithms have
been introduced in the literature mostly with the
intend of solving global optimization problems.
Examples of these algorithms include: Jiao and Li
(2005), Li et al. (2005), Jin et al. (2006), Xiu-li and
Yu-qiang (2006), Halavati et al. (2007), He and Jian
(2007), Hu et al. (2007), Chen (2007), Zhang et al.
(2007), Li et al. (2008), Qiao et al. (2008) and Yang
et al. (2008).
2.1 Some Experimental Details on AIS Based
on Malware Detection
More than a decade ago (Harmer et al, 2002) used
biological strategies to develop a self-adaptive
distributed based defense immune system.
Furthermore,the cooperated authors designed a
prototype of the system and implemented it using
java programming language. The main aim of their
work is the ability to identify the presence of
malicious software patterns inside a huge set of
existing self-patterns. They also pointed out that, the
Antivirus and intrusion detection systems at that time
could overpower detecting viruses, which was one of
the major aims of their works. Their prototype
implementation gives a better way of detection,
identification, and elimination of viruses. However,
before that time Hofmeyr (1999), proposedsome
excellent work on virus classification using AIS. His
algorithm assumed the detection and classifying of
malware based on input pattern of the IP packages.
He assumed mathematically a set of finite discrete
space X that might conceived as consisting of binary
bits and represented this finite set as lX }1,0{ or
8}255...,,1,0{
l
X  , where 0 representsnonself and
I, self while l is the order of the finite space.Hofmeyr
(ibid) in furthering the development of the
classification malware with the benign software,
opined the assumption of of two subsets of X, namely
the self XS  and the nonself XN  such that
the union of the two set is XNS  .and
NS .
For virus detection, the nonself proposition represents
malicious viral codes while the self represents the is
the representative of the legitimate benign programs.
For the Intrusion Detection System, the nonself is
construed as the Internet Packets (IPs)from the
computer network attack, while self patterns are
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normal sanctioned network service transactions and
non-malicious background cluster.
Hofmeyre  went in detail with the task of of the
detection algorithm as a process of classicatication of
the input pattern data XI  as either self or nonself.
Therefore for an input string lI }1.0{: , a detector set
}...,,,{: 21 iDD  (2.1)
where,
Nilkk  ;,}1,0{ , (2.2)
a matching threshold  , the classification as self and
nonself can be actualized as follow:

 
OtherwiseBenign
IfMalicious
DIf
,
1),((:),,,( 
(2.3)
This detection methodology if properly constituted
can generate two types of errors that are stated in the
following definitions:
Type I, or false positive errors; and
Type II, or false negative errors
Definition, a false-positive error  occurs when a
member of the self set S is incorrectly classified as
malicious. Conversely, a false-negative  is the
classification of a member of the nonself set N as
benigh. This can be represented mathematically as


)
)Im,,((
malicious
DfmatchSI
(2.4)


)
)Im,,((
malicious
DfmatchNI
(2.5)
Fig 2.2 is used in the detection of self and nonself
patterns within a larger potentially larger set of
existing self-patterns. The algorithm used static string
method for generating random strings.
In furthering of the literature revisions, (Rui and
Ying, n.a) proposed a virus detection system (VDS)
based on artificial immune system, the system starts
by generating a detector set from virus files in the
database, the authors applied negative selection and
clonal selection to a detector set in order to eliminate
autoimmunity detectors and increase the diversity of
the detector set in the non-self-space respectively.
They used affinity vectors of the training set and the
testing set to train and test the classiﬁers
respectively.VDS compares the detection rates using
three classiﬁers, k-nearest neighbor (KNN), RBF
networks and SVM when the length of detectors is 32
− and 64 − . The experimental results show
that the proposed VDS has a strong detection ability
and good generalization performance. Below is a
table 2.1 for the proposed system showing the
number of files in each dataset.
Their experiment result from table 2.1 shows that
there are 284 benign ﬁles in total i.e. the sum of
benign files for both the training set and the testing
set(71+213=284), with 78MB in total, and 3547 virus
ﬁles i.e.(885+2662=3547) with 7.8MBin the data set
(DS). Another dataset contains 208 benign ﬁles is
used for negative selection, totally 189MB. All the
benign ﬁles are system ﬁles or well -known programs
with extensions .exe.The DS is randomly divided into
different percentages of training set and testing set as
shown in table 2.1, there is no overlap in the two sets.
In this paper,(Tony et al, 2004), used n-grams
analysis to detect new malicious codes automatically.
The authors also stated their aim for coming up with
this method, which is that, the current commercial
antivirus systems that used signature based detection
method in most cases detect virus after it has caused
damage to the system. They also pointed out that,
signature method of virus detection performed poorly
when it comes to detecting new viruses or zero-day
malware. Their system is capable of classifying good
file from malicious file. Ultimately, one of their
major contributions is the use of large dataset as
compared to the previous ones.
Feng, (2007), in his contribution stated reasons why
some antivirus software are prone to attacks. At the
end, he proffers some lasting solution to those
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problems. One important term he pointed out was
“Detection Bypass”, he stated that “Detection Bypass
is a problem of relatively low severity. It is more
important for a server side Anti-virus than desktop
Antivirus software”. According to his model, the
attack is usually achieved when attackers manipulate
zip file containing Trojan and then sends it as an
attachment to the victims system. He also noted that
in most cases, after successful manipulation of the zip
file, the Antivirus software is usually unable to parse
the zip file which normally would result to false
negative output.
(Wang et al, 2002) in their paper used inspiration
from the natural immune system and proposes a
system which is based on matching in three layers to
detect many types of viruses. Their proposed system
was designed in three layers, i.e., top, middle, and
bottom. In the top layer, a matching was applied in
order to improve information loss from the system. In
the middle layer, new storage method is applied in
order to keep track of the important signatures on the
system.
2.2 Literature Review Conclusion
Based on all the literatures reviewed so far on the
area of artificial immune system for viruses detection
and disinfection, it is observed that most of the
programmers used advanced method of virus
detection, such as heuristic analysis, fuzzy logic and
some machine learning algorithms. Their methods,
despite its advancement and cost, usually result to
false positive and false negative. These issues and
many other issues not actually mention in this
project, are some of the challenges they faced.
Ultimately, this project tries to avoid the above
mentioned problems by limiting the scanning to a
specific extension, which is the “.exe”,”.doc” and
script file extension.
METHODOLOGY
The focus of this research project and in this section
in particular, is to conduct a design and development
of the antirus based-on the Artificial Immune System
(AIS) algorithm for malware classification and its
disinfection using VB.net and C++. The designed
secure coding could be used in the development of
the system antivirus which we shall a symbolic
coinage as SecurePlus.
3.1 Analysis of Current Virus Detection
Systems
In brief, we present the traditional detection methods
being utilized as anomaly detection system to
recognize malicious codes that could be divided into
three major categories: Behavior-based, Data-based
and the Emulator (Smith, 2001), which are defined as
follows:
(i)Behavior-based: This monitors the behavioral-
patterns of the malicious code as it executes
sequentially on the application programming
interface (API) dynamically. These methods at first
construct outlines the legitimate operations of the
monitored programs. During the detection process,
any system call sequence or argument that does not
comply with the previously generated normal profiles
is regarded a sign that the system is compromised.
The corresponding program will be stopped and then
classified as a malicious program or malware. In
most cases, the malicious programs may be identified
when the computer is already damaged. Thus many
methods use virtual environments called sandbox to
simulate real system environment where the
unclassified programs are running. However,
Malware developers have developed more effective
algorithms that could evade this virtual process.
(ii)Data-based: Data-based methods can detect virus
before they are executed; they utilize the binary data
extracted from the program files. The traditional
methods extract signatures from virus samples
scanners and compare these signatures with
unclassified files to determine whether they are virus
or not. These methods were effective in the past.
Nowadays, Malware programmers have gone miles
ahead of this solution. Many sophisticated malware
are being designed by the days and cannot be
captured or identified by the signature based
principle.Moreso, malware writters now use
hybridization encryptions to encrypt their codes or
make the viral codes invisible for detection.
(iii)Virtual Memory Machine: With the emergence
of unknown malware known as zero-day malware
that uses the sophisticated disguise methods such as
obfuscation, polymorphic and metamorphic designed
processes, the Virtual Memory Machine techniques is
the common technique that is being used to detect
these embedded malware techniques using emulators.
The Virtual Machine uses the emulating processes to
expose the decrypted malware as the encrypted
malicious code decrypts and executes sequentially in
the sandbox
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3.1.1 Drawbacks of the Current Virus Detection
System
The problems faced with the current malware
detecting algorithms are outlined below:
(i) Behavior Based: The drawback of these methods
is that it is not cost effective and it has much
strenuous effort to build a less-error sandbox; also the
sandbox cannot be simulated on the same
environment as does real operating system. Although
these approaches have produced promising results,
they can produce high rates of false positive (a
process that rejects a benign output while it is
supposed to be accepted), an issue which has yet to
be resolved.
(ii) Database Method: This technology cannot detect
more advanced and sophisticated codes such as
polymorphic and metamorphic codes. The
encryptedoligamorphic malware are thosemalware
that are encrypted and could download their
overheaddecryptor headers after a while. The
encrypted codes of oligamorphic malwarecan morph
themselves. Database signature antivirus can only
dictate known previous based codes that are stored in
a given antivirus server database. To meet the new
development stage design, the antivirus has to be
retrained regularly to capture the new decryptors and
incorporate them into its database.
(iii)Virtual Memory Machine: This technique is not
practical for high level language written viruses.
Also, the emulation-based virus detection is
considered as quite slow when it analyzes on the
virtual platform. Despite this new development on
the platform of virtual machines as Intrusion
Detection System (IDS), malware detectors still are
able to develop efficient programs that can evade
detection on such sandboxes.
The front-end of the proposed system would be
designed using VB.net programming language, while
the back-end and the file system component would be
design using C++.
VB.net was chosen for the design and
implementation of some of the components of the
antivirus software because an Anti-virus program
needs to execute much closer to the Operating
System which makes it the best language to get
something productive. The front-end of the
application (the GUI that the user utilizes to
configure scans and view report) is achieved using
visual basic programming language. The back-end
virus scanning service is implemented using C
language. It was chosen due its functions needed to
achieve basic Anti-virus task. The language also has
built-in classes and functions that enable an actual
scanning of the operating system files.
3.2Artificial Immune System Architecture
Algorithm
Due to space constraint, we do not present the design
of the architecture in deatil; but instead, we present
some few details meeting the missing abstraction of
our model through the algorithm as yielded in the
italics:
The virus detection algorithms as used by the
artificial immune system are outlined below and
shown in italic:
Scan the System files
Load Virus Signatures from the database
Compare file content with signature
If signature is contained in file goto 5 else goto 6
Show Virus Alert Message
Goto step 1
End
Figure 3.1 is the abstractive deduction of the
structural algorithm givenin a flow chart structure:
Fig 3.2 belowshows the various menus of the entire
system, it gives a clear view of the various menus
located in the various components of the software
that is presented as a tree graph; the main window, as
seen in fig 3.2, is the first interface that is presented
to the user when the our developed antirus is started.
Other menus comprises of the sub-sections which
also lists other options to the user.
Fig 3.3 below depicts how user can interact and use
the various component of the developed antivirus
software. The use-case also confirms how a particular
aspect of the software is extended to the other various
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aspects of it. As shown in the same figure 3.3, the
user scans component using the SecurePkus antivirus
that links to other operation that can be performed
under the scan menu.
3.3Virus FileTable Structure:
Table 3.1 shows the database information about the
file affected by Virus, its name, location and details.
This database file will contain the information about
the virus details.
Table 3.2 shows the information about the files in the
quarantine cubicle. The information, as viewed in the
same table that includes the name of the file, and the
details of the file. This database file will contain the
information about the files in quarantine
3.4    Choice of programming language
VB.net was chosen for the design and
implementation of some of the components of the
antivirus software due to its simplicity and robust
built-in functions that provides the capability of
executing commands much closer to the Operating
System, especially in the aspect of reliable virus
scanning. The front-end of the application (the GUI
that the user utilizes to configure scans and view
report) is achieved using visual basic programming
language. The back-end virus scanning service is
implemented using C language. It was chosen due its
simplicity and functions needed to achieve basic
Anti-virus task.
3.4.1 Requirement of the Existing System
In computing, it is believed that for an application to
run on a system effectively, it needs minimum
software and hardware component that it will require
in order for the system to run efficiently. The
software running can be hindered in the present
malware which can adversely affect this efficiency.
3.4.2 Software Requirement
Software are applications that runs on a system, they
can only be seen but not cannot be touched. The
software requirements for this application are
1. Windows XP Operating System or Higher
Microsoft Windows OS
2. Visual Basic 6 Runtime Components
3. Microsoft Access
3.4.3 Hardware Requirement
Hardware, in computer world refers to the physical
components that make up a computer system, they
are usually connected together to create a complete
system.
The minimum hardware requirements for the system
are:
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1. Screen Resolution Recommended (1280 X 800)
Minimum of (1280 X 270)
2. 256MB Random Access Memory (RAM Size)
3. 128 MB Hard Disk Drive
4. Pentium 3 Central Process Units
EXPERIMENTAL OUTPUT
Experimental output or implementation is a
realization of a technical specification of algorithm as
a program, software component, or other computer
system through computer programming and
deployment. This sectionis targeted towards the
implementation of Artificial Immune System for the
development of Virus Detection and disinfection as
planned in section 3.
The implementation of the Artificial Immune System
for script virus detection and elimination was done
through the utilization of both the Microsoft Visual
Basic Rapid Application Development tool and the
Microsoft Access Database System. Visual Basic was
used to implement the programming logic of the
system while the Access database system provided
the auxiliary storage unit for the information about
the system.
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the Artificial Immune System for
script virus detection and elimination user interfaces
are presented along with the specifications and
requirements necessary to run the system in its
intended area of application. The analysis of data not
considered as our concern is to develop an antivirus
that works. All our testing are presented dialogues
figures
4.1 Testing the New System
System testing is the testing of a complete and fully
integrated software product. Usually software is only
one element of a larger computer based system.
Ultimately, software is interfaced with other
software/hardware systems. System testing involves a
series of different tests whose sole purpose is to
exercise the full computer based system.During the
testing of the proposed system, the following were
targeted:
1. The fully integrated software applications
including the external computer peripherals
devices, were tested in order to check how
components interact with one another and
with the system as a whole (This is also
called End to End scenario testing)
2. Verification through thorough testing of
every input in the application to check for
desired outputs.
3. Testing of the user’s experience with the
proposed system application.
4. Building of detailed test cases and test suites
that test each aspect of the application as
seen from the outside without looking at the
actual source code.
System Screenshots:
Due to space constraint and the desire to show the all
captions images and texts fonts completely, we
cannot display the visualizations of all diagrams as
experimentedfor the implementation of SecurePlus
antivirus. However, Fig 4.2 is the interface used to
view the reports on the logging information
performed by the developed SecurePlus. It displays
details of the encrypted virus in hexadecimal. The
interface, Fig 4.2, is used to view the signatures
contained in the system’s database.
Fig 4.3 below allows the user to perform some
operations on system tasks such as launching the task
manager, loading the command prompt, loading the
Reg Edit tool and checking the system configuration.
Sandbox Window: Fig 4.4, gives user the privilege to
activate the sandbox feature   within the application.
By enabling the sandbox feature, i.e. choosing the
option “enable auto sandbox”, the software is able to
simulate the behavior of the file contained in the
storage devices in order to examine their behavior
before attacking the system. The interface of
SecurePlus in Fig 4.5 enables the user to specify the
type of files to be scanned at the moment they are run
or executed. It is recommended that the user checks
all the boxes for maximum security. Checking the
boxes "scan programs when executing" and "scan
scripts when executing" will ensure that all programs
and scripts will be scanned at the moment they are
run to ensure they are clean and will not cause any
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damages to your computer or your data. If the box
"Scan libraries (DLLs) when loading" is checked, all
DLL files will be scanned when they are loaded. This
may result in some applications starting more slowly,
but SecurePlus will significantly increase the security
of the system.
SecurePlus can also test the Sensitivity of the
Window displays in Fig 4.6 below; one can adjust the
basic sensitivity, which determines how thoroughly
files are scanned, and also the heuristic sensitivity is
exhibited:
In fig 4.7, if a script virus is detected, the system would
presents the user with a new window interface within
the original window that shows the type of virus and the
file
Fig 4.8 presents users with options for the script virus
such as ignore, remove, quarantine and view. Here, the
usefulness of the ignore option is that if the user
observed that the detected virus is not a real virus, it can
be ignored easily affected by the script virus. In fig 4.7,
a script virus is detected on a java script file, i.e. “.js
file”.
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UMMARIES AND CONCLUSION
Artificial immune systems draw inspiration from the
natural immune system in order or solve computer
security problems. We have in this project, applied
some Artificial immune system models to solve virus
detection problem. We have described and analyzed
already existing computer systems designed with
inspiration from the biological immune system. We
have also reviewed several literatures related to the
area of Artificial Immune System for virus detection
and elimination.
Ultimately,we applied some of the models to solve
virus detection and elimination too.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Malwares cannot be totally stopped, but it can be
reduced to the barest minimum, therefore it is
necessary to make recommendations that will guide
computer users on the effect these malwares. We
therefore provide some recommendation to web
users, home users and for further research.
6.1 Recommendations to web users
(i) Never click on links or attachment in an email that
you are not sure whether is from a trusted source. If
you think the e-mail looks suspicious. It probably is.
It never hurts to send an email to verify that it is
legitimate.
(ii) If you use an e-mail retrieving program, disable
image previews. Email applications like outlook,
Thunderbird, and others often automatically load
attachments to your convenience, but this takes away
you ability to decide whether or not file is safe to
open. Check your references to disable these settings.
(iii) Be wary of files with double extensions such as
“.txt.vb” or”jpg.exe” as a default setting windows,
windows often hides some common file extensions,
meaning that a program like plaintext.exe will appear
to you as simply paint. Double extension  exploit this
by hiding the second, dangerous extension and
reassuring you with the first, safe extension- which is
utterly meaningless to your computer; your system
only recognizes the extension to the extreme right
and run the file as sch.
6.2 Recommendations to home users
(i) Install consistent and effective Anti-virus software
on your computer system. By Installing an Antivirus
program and keeping it up to date can assist protect
your computer against viruses.
(ii)Turn on user account control (UAC), this is
especially important when changes are to be made to
your computer system that require higher-level
permission, UAC inform users and gives them the
privilege to accept any change that takes place on the
computer system.
(iii)Before you explore or open any flash drive on
your computer, scan it first.
6.3 Recommendations for future research
The analysis discussed on this project shows how to
come up with software that is capable of detecting
and disinfecting script viruses from storage devices.
However, in view of the urgent need for current and
updated script virus detection and elimination, we
recommend that a similar software but with a more
capability, such as updating database signature
automatically be developed. Such software should
also have the capability of examining files before
they are executing such as the use of a better
sandbox.
CONCLUSION
From the inspiration and techniques from the
biological immune system and already published
papers on the area of natural immune system, we
have designed an application for script virus
detection and elimination. Just as the biological
immune system’s capability of differentiating
between self and non-self, we have also applied those
features to come up with this application. Ultimately,
the software was able to detect and remove script
virus from storage devices.
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